Agriculex CB-1 + CB-2 Column Blower

Bag trash catcher

Easy clean out trash
catcher

Acrylic top trash
catcher
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CB-2 bag trash catcher

Features:
1) Cleans out quickly and completely between samples. No carry over.
2) Clear acrylic column allows the sample to be seen at all times.
3) The airflow can be regulated precisely to give optimum cleaning of each sample. The machine
has a stop which can be set to open the valve at the approximate airflow required for the seed
samples. If some samples need more or less airflow, the stop can be over-ridden by increased
force on lever. This makes it extremely quick to adapt on samples, no electronic fan
speed, timers etc. necessary !
4) Dust bag with zippered bottom for easy clean-out keeps the work area clean.
(The Acrylic top version has a gauze on top) If necessary the CB-1 can be easily connected to
a central dust aspiration system.
5) Works very well to clean single plant samples / small samples for quality analysis etc.
Description of Options:
The Acrylic top as well as the Easy clean out allow you to retrieve the material which is blown out.
This is useful if you want to fractionate samples into light and heavy seeds, or if you are afraid of
blowing out too much of your seed during cleaning. (see pictures front page)

Data: (CB-1 basic model bag trash catcher, easy clean out and acrylic top approx 50-100 mm higher)

Height:
Length:
Width:
Column Ø:
Cup height:
Max sample:

Import EU:

CB-1
860 mm
350 mm
300 mm
63 mm
50 mm
10-15 g,

CB-2
1195 mm
690 mm
435 mm
165 mm
90 mm
100-400 g
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depends on weight / volume
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